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Tiger's Destiny (The Tiger Saga, #4) by Colleen Houck
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Preview — Tiger's Destiny by Colleen Houck. With three of the goddess Durga's quests behind them, only one prophecy now stands in the way
of Kelsey, Ren, Tigers Destiny Kishan breaking the tiger's curse. But the trio's greatest challenge awaits them: A life-endangering pursuit in search



of Durga's final gift, the Rope of Fire, on the Andaman Islands in the Bay of Bengal.

It's a race against time, and the evil sorcerer Lokesh, With three of the goddess Durga's quests behind them, only one prophecy now stands in the
way of Kelsey, Ren, and Kishan Tigers Destiny the tiger's curse. It's a race against time, and the evil sorcerer Lokesh, in this eagerly anticipated
fourth volume in the bestselling Tiger's Curse series, which pits good against evil, tests the bonds of love and loyalty, and finally reveals the tigers'
true destinies once and for all.

Get A Copy. Hardcover1st Editionpages. Published September 4th by Splinter first published July 1st More Details Original Title. The Tiger's
Curse Series 4. Other Editions Friend Reviews. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up. To ask other readers questions
about Tiger's Destinyplease sign up. Who is Saachi Ren or Kishan? Maria Tigers Destiny thought it was Ren, no? This question contains
spoilers… view spoiler [I haven't read this book- I am now eternally scarred by the mixed comments.

I loved Tigers Destiny from the first book, but since he acted like a total douche in the second book I started to Tigers Destiny him, at the same
time I understood what he was going through Still, I think that Kelsey should have told Kishan in the second Tigers Destiny that oh you know she
is dating his brother and loves him so much Kim Purnell This answer contains spoilers… view spoiler [ It Tigers Destiny on what you want to do,
Kelsey ends up with Ren, it ends up shallow because everything is chosen for Kelsey since Kishan had to stay behind …more It depends on what
you want to do, Kelsey ends up with Ren, it ends up shallow because everything is chosen for Kelsey since Kishan had to stay behind and marry
Durga.

Disappointing really, just not written as well as Tigers Destiny was expecting from previous books in the series. See all 7 questions about Tiger's
Destiny…. Lists with This Book. Community Reviews. Showing Average rating 4. Rating details. More filters. Sort Tigers Destiny. I wrote it sooo
there ya go. Tigers Destiny all comments. Jul 19, Ava rated it it was ok Shelves: cover-lustparanormal-romance-fictionownedpaper-copyyoung-
adulttwo-stars.

This review contains unmarked spoilers. If you didn't know before, I used to be very in love with this series before I started getting into other
young adult novels. I still enjoy the two first books in the Tiger's Curse Tigers Destiny, but Tigers Destiny that I started to hate them.

If you actually thought that Colleen would try something Tigers Destiny, you're wrong, and deep down you knew it. You could hope all you want,
but authors rarely take This review contains unmarked spoilers. You could hope all you want, but authors rarely take the surprising side out of a
love triangle. Tigers Destiny ask yourself, and don't be bias: Who would end up with Kelsey in the end?

Ren, duh. That was no surprise, but I wasn't expecting that ending. I'm absolutely livid, and I'm not very thrilled about it, mind you. It remains one
of my favorite guilty-pleasure books. Suddenly, Kelsey's become one of YA's worst heroines, and Ren and Kishan have have completely changed
to adjust to her 'type'. She's been captured by Lokesh, and while Colleen tries to make Kelsey the ultimate kickass deceiver, it comes off as rather
pathetic, since we see it from Kelsey's point of view.

Anyway, Kelsey is rescued by her slaves boyfriend and ex-boyfriend who she's in love with before Lokesh marries and beds Tigers Destiny. To
break the curse, Kelsey has to retrieve the Rope of Fire, and complete a bunch of quests. Along the way, there was a big surprise, Kishan and
Durga started flirting with each other it made me sickKelsey bitched about wanting Ren, there were that sounded like a rip-off of Lord of the
Rings, and a whole bunch of time-traveling crap that made my brain hurt.

The book is definitely action-packed, containing a heart-wrenching death that made Tigers Destiny sniffle and a good plot that would've been
better if it wasn't all over the place. Romance One of my biggest pet peeves in the series is that every single creature in every universe Tigers
Destiny in love with or wanting or lusting after Kelsey. And this girl. This girl is not even slightly interesting. The only word adequate to describe her
is stupid. But, I'm devastated to report Kelsey actually goes back to feeling bad for herself I mean, her parents died.

She doesn't deserve happiness, right? She's not good enough for Ren, but Kishan is okay? Come again? Instead, Kishan proposes and Kelsey
says yes. Let me clarify: 2 having formally agreed to marry. You should love them! Kelsey is too fucking immature to realize what this means. She
continuously denies her love for Ren, because she's trying 'save him'. She uses Kishan so Ren won't kill himself saving her.

He's her rebound, her replacement for not being able to have Ren. Oh, the tears of Tigers Destiny are leaking from my face. Kishan has sacrificed
himself for Kelsey in more important ways, you stupid, stupid girl. She spends most Tigers Destiny the book shooting Ren longing looks and having
steamy conversations with Ren that I swear were written to sound dirty on purpose - here's two: "To properly ride a horse, you have to form a
bond, feel his strength, the power in his muscles.

Pay attention to his gait, his stride. Close your eyes. Can you feel how his body rises and falls? He'll take you wherever you want to go.

All you need to do is learn to work with him and not against him. Tigers Destiny also throws various tantrums, spewing with venom, all centered
around Ren and his possible relationship with Tigers Destiny the Tigers Destiny leader destined to stop Lokesh in the pastwhen she has absolutely
no fucking right.

If someone was in love with you, and you decided to marry someone else, would it make any sense for you to be furious with the person you left
after you see them with someone else? The love triangle was no doubt the worst part of the book. Kelsey has an easy life if the biggest Tigers
Destiny she faces is having two yummy guys in love with her - because let's face it.

Tigers Destiny Kishan only thought of Tigers Destiny as Tigers Destiny friend, she wouldn't look Tigers Destiny at him. Characters I think we've
already established Kelsey is one of the worst protagonists ever, no? And that Ren and Kishan are unrecognizable, as they've changed themselves
for Kelsey? Here, I mainly want to clap and thank Durga Anamika.



Anamika, who reminds me so much of my dearest Asami, in personality and looks. Anamika, who is actually Durga but doesn't really act like it.
Anamika, who constantly tortured Kelsey until she finally decided to Tigers Destiny her. Ending For the very last part of releasing the curse, a tiger
must be given to Durga to become Damon, her lover and her co-tiger-person. It was a Tigers Destiny and horrible ending to a love triangle for an
unlikable girl.

It felt like Colleen was out Tigers Destiny ideas, so she just decided to grab a doll of Kishan and Anamika and do this: It was much too forced.

Category:Tiger's Destiny Characters | Tiger's Curse Wiki | Fandom
I literally cried throughout the last 50 pages, like, non-stop. But here goes! Where we usually start the story with the preparations for the next
quest, this time Tigers Destiny jump head-first into the action. Kadam died. He died! I really enjoyed the bit with Sunset and Sunrise, they were
lovely and fit the general storyline well.

Their storylines seemed kind of Tigers Destiny to be honest. Just filler. Entering the final stage Tigers Destiny the book, we meer Anamika. Quite a
surprise to me, honestly, though it all Tigers Destiny sense in the end. I really liked her rivalry with Kelsey and getting to know her as a human
woman was kind of cool and refreshing.

However, she Tigers Destiny things … a lot! Both with the brothers and the divine gifts. Kadam is still dead, Kishan is dead by the time they arrive
back in present day. Kadam never gets to Tigers Destiny his grandkids and give Kelsey away at her wedding fucking Mike what are you doing
here ugh I hated him being there he was no substitute for Mr.
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Cookies are used to provide, analyse and improve Tigers Destiny services; provide chat tools; and show you relevant content on advertising. You
Tigers Destiny learn more about our use of cookies here.

Are you happy to accept all cookies? Accept all Manage Cookies Cookie Preferences We use cookies and similar tools, including those used by
approved third parties collectively, "cookies" for the purposes described below. You can learn more about how we plus approved third parties use
cookies and how to change your settings by visiting the Cookies notice. The choices you make here will apply to your interaction with this service
on this device.

Essential We use cookies to provide our servicesfor example, to keep track of items stored in your shopping basket, prevent fraudulent activity,
improve the security of our services, keep track of your specific preferences e. These cookies are Tigers Destiny to provide our site and services
and therefore cannot be disabled.

For example, we use cookies to conduct research and diagnostics to improve our content, products and services, and to measure and analyse the
performance of our services. Show Tigers Destiny Show more Advertising ON OFF We use cookies to serve you certain types of adsincluding
ads relevant to your interests on Book Depository and to work with approved third parties in the process of delivering ad content, including ads
relevant to your interests, to measure the effectiveness of their ads, and to perform services Tigers Destiny behalf of Book Depository.

Dispatched from the UK in 2 business days When will my order arrive? Annika Boras. We use cookies to improve this site Cookies Tigers
Destiny used to provide, analyse and improve Tigers Destiny services; provide chat tools; and show you relevant content on advertising. Accept all
Manage Cookies. Cookie Preferences We use cookies and similar tools, Tigers Destiny those used by approved third parties collectively,
"cookies" for the purposes described below.

We use cookies to provide our servicesfor example, to keep track of items stored in your shopping basket, prevent fraudulent activity, improve the
security of our services, keep track of your specific preferences e.

Performance and Analytics. ON OFF. We use cookies to serve you certain types of adsincluding ads relevant to your interests on Book
Depository and to work Tigers Destiny approved third parties in the process Tigers Destiny delivering ad content, including ads relevant to your
interests, to measure the effectiveness of their ads, and Tigers Destiny perform services on behalf of Book Depository.

Cancel Save settings. Home Contact us Help Free Tigers Destiny worldwide. Free delivery worldwide. Bestselling Series.

Harry Potter. Popular Features. Home Learning. Tiger's Destiny. Description After surviving three dramatic, action-packed adventures, Kelsey,
Kishan, and Ren now face their final challenge--to find the goddess Durga's Rope of Fire. But the tables are turned: the sorcerer Lokesh has
kidnapped Kelsey. If she escapes his clutches Tigers Destiny successfully breaks the tiger's curse, Kelsey will free her beloved princes. But in
doing so, she then must also make the hardest choice of her Tigers Destiny.



The path ahead is perilous for all, with even more dangerous beasts to battle and potentially fatal twists that no one could ever Tigers Destiny
predicted. Only one thing is certain: they cannot escape their true destiny Tiger's Destiny spins a deliciously suspenseful tale of enchanted creatures,
love-torn hearts, and edge-of-your-seat action as Kelsey, Ren, and Kishan take on Tigers Destiny final challenge to break the tiger's curse. Other
books in this series.

Tiger's Destiny Annika Boras. Add to basket. Tigers Destiny Curse Annika Boras. Tiger's Voyage Annika Boras. Tigers Destiny details. Book
ratings by Goodreads. Goodreads is the world's largest site for readers with over 50 million reviews.

We're featuring millions of their reader ratings on Tigers Destiny book pages to help you find your new favourite book. Close X. Learn about new
offers and get more deals by joining our newsletter. Sign up now.

Follow us. Coronavirus delivery updates.
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